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Keypoints

• The aim of the programme
- to provide extensive information on the topic of radiation and radioactivity and to help

schoolchildren
- to understand the subject and see things in correct proportions

• The means of the programme
- theoretical study

training
visual and training aids

- "Hunting Radiation - a training game
• The philosophy of the process

- to overcome through playing the attitude to radiation as to an extremely dangerous and harmful
phenomenon

• Prompt information ofpopulation about radiation conditions
- preparationanddistributionofweeklypressreleases

weekly radio broadcasts
organizing monthly press-tours

- holdingpress-conferences and roundtable talks
• Ecological education - "radiation literacy 

- distribution of monthly ecological bulletin among schoolchildren
issuing of training visual aids

Summary

Moscow Scientific and Industrial Association Radon is an organization responsible for radiation safety in
the central part of Russian Federation. This part includes Moscow - the capital of Russia, and also
Moscow region and ten surrounding regions. 40 million people live in this zone and 2600 organizations
dealing with radioactive materials are situated there. 31 of them are radiation- and nuclear-dangerous
objects.
Radon carries out collecting, transporting, treatment, and storage of radioactive waste from non-power
applications. During over thirty years at Soviet times the enterprise's activity was secret.

Only in 1987 did the society begin getting reliable information about the enterprise's activity. But the
analysis of the "feedback" showed, that public opinion ambiguously apprehends information about
radiation. Positive information is called in question, but journalists' tales and scary stories succeed with
the public.
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To our opinion, it happens because of two main reasons. The first one is widespread radiophobia caused
by Cernobyl catastrophe. The second is that most Russian citizens lack positive information and
knowledge.

For example, many Russians have a vague idea of radiation levels. That is why they consider any
radiation level dangerous, even if it doesn't exceed the natural one.

In such conditions articles in the press and TV broadcasts are not effective, as after Chernobyl and
4C perestroika" the pendulum of public consciousness moved from the position "I believe the press" to the
opposite side "I don't believe the press".

Analysis of the "feedback" shows, that only direct contacts with representatives of the public and mass
media lead to altering the negative opinion to the positive one. Or, at least, a neutral one. There were
cases, when journalists or schoolchildren that had a biased opinion about Radon, came to Radon
repository. But after an excursion over the enterprise their opinion changed into the opposite one.

Direct meetings with people - lectures, press conferences, lessons, etc., brought similar success.

That is why now we maximize direct contacts with the public. And particularly with the next generation,
with schoolchildren and students. They are very communicative and interactive, which leads to rapid
propagation of the necessary information.

Since 1995 we have been teachina ecology to schoolchildren in Sergiev Possad region, where Radon-
repository is situated. The programme was called "Ecoland". It envisaged providing the public with
reliable information about Radon-repository activities, radioactive waste, nuclear energy, etc.

But since 2001 the gained experience has let us widen the framework of this activity. A new programme
"Radiation without Secrets" has been worked out jointly with Moscow Children's Ecological Center.

The programme has two general points. Firstly, a direct contact with new and much wider audience has
been established. Ecological training of schoolchildren and teachers is now carried out not only in Sergiev
Possad region, but also in Moscow, which, as is known, is a fairly large city. And secondly, new
possibilities for communication were looked for and found.

Schoolchildren studied theory and did practical tasks. Theoretical studies had the following topics:

1. Atomic energy.
2. Radiation. Doses. Effect.
3. Radioactive Waste Treatment.
4. Moscow's Radiation Safety System.

Practical training presented a mixture of studies and game. And it could be called "Hunting Radiation".
At the same time a dosimetric survey of Moscow was carried out.

Dosimeters were given to schoolchildren. They detected the radiation level around the school and at
adjoining territory. And they themselves drew simple maps and plotted on them the points where they had
detected radiation.

In the course of such studies schoolchildren could better master concepts of radiation and radiation levels.
It was a real discovery for them, that earth minerals have increased radioactivity. And that sculptures
created of granite and marble have radiation level, which is two (or sometimes more!) time higher than
the natural one. And they get a vivid example, that such radiation level is not dangerous for humans.

This work was much spoken about in mass media with the help of Radon-Press information agency. This
gave an additional impulse and drew new supporters. Besides, "Radon-Press" designed and manufactured
visual aids for conducting lessons.
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Radon-Press company, which I represent, was created in 1996 and works in the sphere of public relations,
polygraphy, publishing, and Internet design.

We specialize in ecological information and in our activity we are guided by the fact, that today
ecological problems, and in particular radiation safety worry each and every person - a student or a
scientist, a housewife or a businessman.

Certain lack of reliable information on the issue gives rise to numerous fantasies. That is why our main
task is to help to understand what radiation is, what its main sources are, where the real danger is hidden,
where fantasies and journalists' "scary tales" are.

The basic part of our activity is prompt informing Moscow citizens about radiation conditions in the city
and about SIA Radon's activity as the main organization responsible for radiation safety in Central
Russia. Our company prepares and distributes through mass media weekly press releases and
inforinational messages for radio stations, and also holds thematic press-tours for journalists. Besides, we
hold press conferences and round table talks on the most significant events.

Another side of our activity is ecological education of the population. Our project in this field is an
informational and enlightening campaign, which includes distribution of free ecological bulletin "Zelyony
Listok" among Muscovites and, first of all, among schoolchildren. Schoolchildren and teachers from
eight Moscow schools receive our bulletin monthly.

Naturally, this campaign organically goes with the programme "Radiation without Secrets". And, one
could say, it is an inforinational addition to it.

At the bulletin's pages we give "lessons of radiation safety" in a popular and interesting form. We tell
what radiation is, what its sources are and how it influences humans, where fantasies are, and where real
danger is and how to avoid it, where turn to if a radioactive sources are found, etc. In the framework of
this project popularization of nature preserving technologies, methods, and developments on ecologically
safe management and disposal of radioactive waste is provided.

While working over the project, we made sure, that colourful and interesting publications attract not only
children themselves, but also their parents.

Our company takes part in "Radiation without Secrets" programme with pleasure. We cover all the steps
of the programme through mass media. Articles about schoolchildren - "radiation hunters" have been
issued. Russian central television also covered partial progress of this programme. We have worked out
and issued posters, which can be used as training aids.

Today teachers and schoolchildren from 28 Moscow schools take part in "Radiation without Secrets"
programme. But information about it keeps spreading. Requests for participation in it are already coming
from other Moscow schools. We hope that in the course of time other Moscow schools will take part in
"hunting radiation".

May be then RIF Ministry of Education will include it in its subject "Ecology". In this case the programme
will be carried out in other Russian cities.

It would be very important for us to find like-minded persons among you, those who have similar
experience and are interested in cooperation and partnership.
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